Contribution of indirect action to radiation-induced mammalian cell inactivation: dependence on photon energy and heavy-ion LET.
The contribution of indirect action mediated by OH radicals to cell inactivation by ionizing radiations was evaluated for photons over the energy range from 12.4 keV to 1.25 MeV and for heavy ions over the linear energy transfer (LET) range from 20 keV/microm to 440 keV/microm by applying competition kinetics analysis using the OH radical scavenger DMSO. The maximum level of protection provided by DMSO (the protectable fraction) decreased with decreasing photon energy down to 63% at 12.4 keV. For heavy ions, a protectable fraction of 65% was found for an LET of around 200 keV/microm; above that LET, the value stayed the same. The reaction rate of OH radicals with intracellular molecules responsible for cell inactivation was nearly constant for photon inactivation, while for the heavy ions, the rate increased with increasing LET, suggesting a reaction with the densely produced OH radicals by high-LET ions. Using the protectable fraction, the cell killing was separated into two components, one due to indirect action and the other due to direct action. The inactivation efficiency for indirect action was greater than that for direct action over the photon energy range and the ion LET range tested. A significant contribution of direct action was also found for the increased RBE in the low photon energy region.